How did you get into running?
I actually did a marathon when I was 19. My dad was walking the Dublin marathon at the time and I decided if he can do it I can do it. I did a very small bit of training, enough to get around in 5 hours. A mixture of running, walking and jogging. Then when I started in the fie brigade in 2008 I started doing some running for that. It’s a competitive environment inside there and I ended up doing a lot of road races after joining.
Is there a running fitness entrance test to the Fire Brigade?
There is a type of bleep test but once you have a bit of aerobic fitness you should get through it. That’s the only running part. There’s lifting and walking with lengths of hose etc. 
How did you find out about our club?
Through Tim O Mahony and yourself and Kevin who I knew from school. Knowing that when I wanted to join a running club eventually after a few years of running I would join East Cork ac. Before that I was running BHAA races for the fire brigade and competing for Midleton Triathlon club. Any running races outside of this I just rocked up and took part. I was using the road races as training for triathlons. I was never one to really enjoy the training, so I used to race a lot instead.
When did you join?
Around 2014 when I was interested in doing cross country. I had competed in the BHAA ESB cross country but wanted to do more. I was training with Tim at the time so it was a natural transition.
How did you find the difference in training?
My running training before I joined the club was very intermittent. It was a mix of a bit of running, cycling and swimming. I had never done any interval running training as such before joining. It was all very blasé. It is still a bit blasé to be honest! I found the sessions in the cricket field and welshtown excellent. I had actually gone to welshtown for hills with Tim before. I really enjoyed the structure of the training.
Tell us about your triathlon training
I had done some swimming when I was younger so the swimming came back naturally to me. I would get into the pool probably twice a week and out on the bike two or three times a week. Running wise as I said I would use races, especially the midweek ones as training. I never really tapered. I was young so I recovered fast. The sessions themselves were small as I was training for sprint triathlons so I was never overly tired.
Did your 5k times improve once you joined?
Maybe two years into joining I was doing quite a lot of running and my times dropped a lot. I’m at 17:01 and a goal for this year would be to get down to mid 16s this year. The year after 2015 when I focused only on bike racing I found my running improved an awful lot. I think it was the strength I got from all the bike training that helped my running the year after. 


Can you tell us about the cross country
I did my first season in 2014 and I found it great for keeping me on the wagon after a triathlon season which ends in September. So it keeps me healthy and out of trouble! Its good fun. This year I gave it a nice bit of a whack again. I really enjoyed the team part of it especially this year. This year I was pushing to get in the top 4 for the national novice. I was the 5th man across the line but it was good to be battling it out in case anything happened up ahead.
What do you like about the club?
I like the people. Everyone knows everyone, the size of the club is good. Everyone will chat away to you. Its quite a strong cub too so Ive got people to chase constantly. When your looking up to the likes of the senior guys in the club it inspires a bit of ambition.
Would you ever consider doing an Ironman?
Everyone’s asking that question with the ironman coming to Youghal. I always would have thought that I would go foreign. The way I look at it is you could make a holiday of it. If you did it in Ireland it could be a complete washout even in the middle of the summer. Youghal is here for the next three years so I might consider it. Short answer is ya I probably will at some stage but for the next few years I’ll concentrate on the shorter races. 
Any other interests outside of sport?
I'm into cooking, eating out and going to the odd gig or two!


